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A comprehensive menu of Swallow Chinese Takeaway from Tamworth covering all 15 meals and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Swallow Chinese Takeaway:
wow! read them ass reviews and thought we would try. sooo delicious. complimentary cracker. he is hot! prawn
toast is packed with garnels. spring rolls packed with bark and bean sputs, hot and crispy net, rice, noodle all

massive portions. soft, delicate chicken, bark meat, pork. we will be def back, many thanks for a wonderful meal.
read more. What Chelsea o Nantwich doesn't like about Swallow Chinese Takeaway:

Was told it was going to take 45 mins to an hour over took 2 hours! We called after an hour and a half to be told it
's on the way by the time it had came we lost our appetite. OVER an hour late is not acceptable! Never ordering
from here again. I will say the delivery driver was lovely but the company is very unreliable. read more. If you're
in a rush, you can get delicious Fast-Food meals to your taste from Swallow Chinese Takeaway in Tamworth,

freshly prepared for you in few minutes, Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the experience of
versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian meals.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Toas�
TOAST

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

VEGETABLES
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